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The Road to Success
Over the past 25 years, I’ve enjoyed a successful career as a planned giving officer and now as a
consultant on planned giving analytics and implementation. I’ve been fortunate to know and work with
other talented planned giving professionals as well. Taking a look back recently, I started to recognize the
steps we’d taken to get there. There isn’t a club you need to join or a test you need to take. There isn’t
any specific training regime that will certify you as an outstanding planned giving professional. Rather, the
common characteristic that distinguishes this group and makes a planned giving program exceptional is a
determined willingness to make prospect outreach and communication your number one activity.
Let’s start with a few thoughts on what I mean by outreach and communication. Outreach is prospectcentered and takes into consideration all of the ways we talk with our donors and constituents about the
organization we represent and the opportunities that are available to create significant charitable gifts that
will mature at some future date. Reaching out for this purpose requires the use of every method possible.
The most important, though, is personal interaction. Here’s a list of the many ways you can and should
reach out, presented in order of importance:
••

Personal (face-to-face) interactions between the constituent and an organizational representative,
whether paid or volunteer, which includes one-on-one meetings as well as group gatherings

••

Peer-to-peer interactions with friends/others also involved with the organization and its planned
giving opportunities
Continued on following page
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••

Telephone conversations for Baby Boom-aged prospects and older; email for Boomers and younger

••

Media, both mainstream if your organization uses it, and internal, through the use of your own
publications such as magazines, newsletters, and the like

••

Mail

••

All communication methods that drive constituents to your website

••

Social media sites

This list, while extensive, takes advantage of every communication channel available and will reach
current and future planned gift donors of all the appropriate ages.
A recent survey on donors in Canada1 concluded that multi-channel fundraising is not the future; rather, it
is today’s reality. While percentages of users vary by generation, the contributors to the study cited all of
the above channels as appropriate and acceptable by Gen X, Gen Y, Boomers, and Civics2 alike.
Communication, on the other hand, is both internal and external. If your organization’s leaders, your
colleagues, and your constituents don’t know what you’re doing or don’t understand the importance of
planned gift revenue, you won’t be considered successful. You must plan and deliver communications,
conversations, reports, and marketing pieces that position the planned giving effort as an integral part of
the overall fundraising program.
These communications must be consistent. Externally,
they should report the significant value that legacy gifts
have made to your organization. This should be reported
annually, at a minimum. The University of Chicago uses a
one-page document that encompasses fiscal information,
stewardship, and an urge to notify. The piece is simple to
read, visually appealing, and can be easily updated and
disseminated in myriad formats. Internal communications
report your personal objectives and progress toward
those goals, as well as the program’s goals and progress.
Personal goals include things like visits and contacts,
plans to increase or evolve the components of the
program, and your personal activity. Program goals
include marketing plans and expected responses, future
gift expectancies uncovered, gift annuity contracts
signed, and revenue receipts. Both personal and program reporting should include year-to-year as well
as three-to-five-to-ten-year average growth comparisons. For a full discussion on reporting programmatic
achievements, read William D. Samers’ and Steven L. Meyers’ paper, “Planned Giving in the Big Picture:
Talking About Your Numbers to the People Who Count.”3
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Getting to O.K.
Whether you’re a seasoned development professional, a “newbie,” or fall somewhere in between, the
following are three essential elements that should be in place to consider yourself an average planned
giving officer. Check off the box if you:
q Have written goals and objectives for both your personal activity and your program’s expected
current and future results;
q Regularly record, assess, and report your personal activity, as well as your program’s results;
q Make the business of planned giving a part of your daily routine
While I’ve already discussed the first two bullet points, the third may be the most important to fully
achieving success. You can’t do planned giving every so often – it must be a part of your daily routine.
Even if you have only part-time duties in the planned giving realm, you must find time to make those
duties part of each day. Let’s be honest – habits are hard to establish, but easy to break. So it’s important
that you are in the habit of conducting planned giving business every day.
An easy way to do this is by calling three people each work day who are somehow related to your
planned giving efforts. Remember, it is personal outreach and communication that lead to success. So
put a recurring appointment on your daily calendar to spend a minimum of 15 minutes on this activity. Try
this approach:
Monday

8:30 – 8:45 a.m. Call three people who have notified you of bequest expectancies in the
past and just say “thank you” again.

Tuesday

11:00 – 11:15 a.m. Call three board or committee members or volunteers who have notified
you of planned gift expectancies of any kind and say, “Was just thinking of you and your
generosity and service to this organization and wanted to say thank you again.”

Wednesday 1:45 – 2:00 p.m. Call three people who have recently responded to a marketing mailing or
asked for information online to follow up on their inquiry; seek an appointment in person.
Thursday

2:30 – 2:45 p.m. Call three people who have recently responded to a marketing mailing or
asked for information online to follow up on their inquiry; seek an appointment in person.

Friday

3:30 – 3:45 p.m. Walk to three people’s desks in your office who are loyal supporters
of the organization, have made a recent gift to the organization, have participated in a
recent event with the organization, or have made a planned gift to the organization. Say,
“On behalf of everyone here, thank you again for your thoughtful participation, not just as
someone who works here, but as someone who really cares about our mission and those
whom we serve.”
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From O.K. to OMG!
With daily outreach comes the reward of building relationships with a multitude of others committed to
your mission’s success. If you do what I’ve suggested above, you’ll automatically seek ways to be a better
professional. You’ll begin to exude gratitude for those you come in contact with, and your planned giving
personality will blossom. It’s a fact that I’ve witnessed myself and have heard others attest to as well.
Naturally, you’ll seek other ways to embrace characteristics that help you grow both personally and
professionally. Status quo for your personal objectives and those of your program will not be enough.
These seven additional characteristics set apart development professionals who have made the leap from
okay to exceptional and who have created planned giving programs with long-reaching pre-eminence.
••

Make your own legacy gift if you haven’t already done so.
You, more than any other person, understand the importance that deferred gifts will play at your
nonprofit, and your leadership will speak for itself. By putting your gift in place — not only at the
organization where you work, but also at those organizations which you most care about — you
will be a donor-peer, not just a solicitor. Complete a planned gift using a vehicle that works for you.
Perhaps it’s a gift in your will or trust or a specific amount or percentage from a life insurance policy.
Think of leaving a small bank account to your charity.

••

Cultivate and solicit both your volunteer leadership and your organizational insiders for their
personal planned gifts.
A legacy leadership campaign is a fairly simple one, but it must be done well and it must be done
right. Think of its structure like that of a capital campaign. Start with lead gifts and move down the
giving pyramid. Your gift is in place and you now cultivate and solicit your fellow solicitors, if there will
be any. Together you approach your internal leader and ask him or her to make a planned gift as well.
From there, your leader and development head solicit your volunteer leadership. A peer staff person
solicits other key staff. Success comes from planning, communicating the plan to the intended
planned gift prospects, and personal (face-to-face) solicitation – the most important element of all.

••

The most successful component of your program is not marketing, but a strong and very
proactive outreach effort.
Phone calls, personal visits, voice-to-voice, and face-to-face contact is the norm — not the
exception — for your planned giving communications. You understand that people give to people,
not to marketing campaigns. Your door is closed, not to keep out co-workers, but to have
meaningful and private conversations with legacy donors and prospects. I recommend that you
work up to at minimum of one hour each day being devoted to phone time. Your effort here is the
foundation of your personal and programmatic success. No other activity replaces it, and nothing
should get in your way of completing it. Let’s be frank, while editing a newsletter article may seem
important, the activity in itself will not secure one appointment for you. On the other hand, daily
phone calls will secure many. Your office lights are turned off, not because you like working in the
dark, but because you are not in the office. At least one day a week you are sharing time with
your growing number of planned gift donors and loyal constituents, whom you are cultivating for
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future planned gift commitments. Set a goal of one to five appointments per week, depending
on your other duties. Even more than phone calls, face-to-face meetings pay off. Some of your
appointments serve as cultivation for future gifts, others are solicitations to make gifts, and others
concern stewardship of gifts that have already been completed. If you doubt this formula and
need confirmation from an actual donor, check out the brief donor interview on
www.nonprofitexpert.com. Read it and then pick up the phone and make a call!4
••

Meaningful gift acceptance policies are in place and you lead an annual review of them.
The policies inform your marketing and communication efforts and keep your outreach, goals, and
reporting elements on track as well. If you don’t have policies in place, you should plan to correct
that. Read my other white paper, Why You Need Gift Acceptance Policies, to understand their
importance and how to get started.5

••

Market and discuss the “right” planned gifts with your prospects and have a written, flexible
three-to-five-year marketing plan in place. Your budget must also be adequate to accomplish
your marketing goals.
While personal outreach should be your motto, marketing planned giving concepts to a larger
audience is an essential element, too. However, since not all gifts are created equal, your organization
will want to market only those that make sense and forego the urge to be all things to all donors.
Start by marketing bequest gifts. Since 90% of all planned gifts are bequests, this makes sense.
Bequests are not complicated and sample language can easily be provided to your prospects. These
gifts are most often cash, and they average around $50,000 each in the U.S. and around $30,000
each in Canada. Target your most likely prospects with emotional, mission-driven donor stories
and testimonials and save the technical components for your personal conversations. Focus on the
person-to-person appeal of a really great visual marketing piece and use it over and over again. Resist
the urge to write a lengthy donor story that loses the audience’s attention and instead, quickly urge
the reader to seek more information or answers to questions. Terrific examples can be found at the
Partnership for Philanthropic Planning sponsored website www.LeaveALegacy.org.
With high average gift levels, your concentrated efforts with the right prospects could put into place
bequest gifts of more than $1 million in a short period of time. Think of it this way: Working to secure
one bequest gift of $50,000 each week creates an expectancy pool of $1 million in only 20 weeks!
That said, planned gift marketing results should be reviewed and analyzed over a longer period
of time than annual gift or direct response campaigns. A single-year analysis does not respect
reality. People make planned gifts at a time convenient and in sync with their personal financial
goals and life stages. As much as we’d like it to be different, there is no urgency in planned giving.
The organization is not going to cease to exist, nor stop offering certain services because your
constituents didn’t draw up their wills this year. Patience is tempered with results. Over a longer
period of time, the real result of your marketing effort will begin to surface. Going forward, you
should plan on reporting three- or five-year rolling results with an occasional programmatic lifetime
analysis as well.
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••

Use data and statistical analytics to focus your efforts on those most likely to make a
planned gift to your organization.
Data analysis is a science and requires more than anecdotal record selects to succeed in
identifying your best prospects. It’s a fact that most people actively engaged in estate planning are
younger than we may think. They are also more philanthropically-minded than their parents and
grandparents, who waited longer to make their legacy gifts. Rudimentary formulas based on age
and loyalty have been replaced by sophisticated analytic modeling products. Target Analytics can

••

be your partner in identifying prospects appropriate to market for various planned gift types and
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The Next Generation of Canadian Giving, contributors hjc, Stratmore & Convio, November 2010, www.hjcnewmedia.com/
nextgencanadiangiving/

2

Civics (b. 1945 or earlier); Boomers (b. 1946-1964); Gen X (b. 1965-1980); Gen Y (b. 1981-1991).

3

“Planned Giving in the Big Picture: Talking About Your Numbers to the People Who Count”, by William D. Samers and Steven
L. Meyers, Journal of Gift Planning, Volume 8, Number 1, March 2004. Access this article through the Planned Giving Design
Center. Complementary membership to PGDC may be required for access.

4

How One Donor Spends $50,000 Annually with Planned Gifts of Over One Million, www.nonprofitexpert.com/how_one_donor_spends.htm.

5

Read the white paper at www.blackbaud.com/files/resources/downloads/WhitePaper_WhyYouNeedGiftAcceptancePolicies.pdf
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